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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is a false statement about limitations
for a WSRP producer portlet?
A. WSRP producer portlets cannot use PUMA SPI for accessing
user information.
B. WSRP producer portlets do not support
edit_defaults_compatibility portlet mode.
C. WSRP producer portlets cannot access portlet render
parameters.

D. WSRP producer portlets cannot use IBM WebSphere Portal
internals in portlets such as engine objects or engine tags.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three BOM Mapping Tables are required to map
Configuration attributes to BOM items and
Commerce Transaction Line attributes using a simple Table-Based
BOM Mapping Configuration rule?
(Choose three.)
A. BOM Attribute Mapping
B. BOM Item Mapping
C. BOM Attribute Translation
D. BOM Item Definition
E. BOM Attribute Definition
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
You are upgrading a VNX OE for File and a VNX OE for Block
storage system in the same operation.
You are currently in the VNX OE for File upgrade and
accidentally hit the Cancel button.
What happens after re-launching the upgrade in USM?
A. Upgrade will restart from the beginning
B. Upgrade will resume at the step where it was canceled
C. Upgrade will fail and support must be called to continue
D. Upgrade will fail; must continue through the CLI
Answer: B
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